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NINTH CLASS MODEL PAPER (AP)
SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT – 1

ENGLISH PAPER – I 

Time: 2 Hrs. 45 Mins.      Max.Marks: 40

Instructions:

1. 15 minutes of time is allotted for reading the question paper.

2. Answer all the questions.

3. Write answers neatly and legibly.

Time: 2 Hrs.   PART - A Marks: 30

SECTION - A

(Reading Comprehension)

Directions (1 - 5): A) Read the Passage and answer the questions that follow.        2 ´ 1 = 2

‘Why did you keep away yesterday?’ asked the headmaster, looking up. Swaminathan’s first impulse was

to protest that he had never been absent. But the attendance register was there.

1. What did the headmaster ask Swaminathan?

2. What was Swaminathan’s first impulse?

B) Read the Passage and answer the questions that follow. 3  ́1 = 3

It was a hot summer night about 10 O’ clock. I had my meal at the restaurant and returned to my room.

I heard a noise from above as I opened the door. The sound was a familiar one.

3. What was the season mentioned in the Passage? (     )

a) winter      b) summer      c) rainy season

4. Where did he have his meal?  (     )

a) restaurant  b) at home   c) at a friend’s house

5. ‘I heard a sound from above’ .......... what was the sound mentioned in the Passage?  (     )

a) snakes     b) rats    c) traffic

Directions (6 - 10): A) Read the Poem carefully.

I am so glad

That you were there when I was sad

And this is what makes you

Not just my 9th grade teacher, my friend.

Now answer the following questions.    2 ´ 1 = 2

6. Who is ‘I’ refers to in the above Poem?

7. Who was there when the speaker is sad?
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B) Read the Poem carefully.   3 ´ 1 = 3

A player is one who doesn’t give up at the sight of defeat, 

But learns from their mistakes and puts them beneath. 

A player is one who doesn’t give up at the sound of the buzzer. 

Always giving what they have from one side of the court to the other.

8. What does a true player do at the sight of defeat?   (     )

a) give up at the sight of defeat

b) doesn’t give up at the sight of defeat

c) accept defeat

9. Who learns from their mistakes according to the Poem? (     )

a) players   b) students    c) teachers

10. ‘give up’ means .....                (     )

a) take   b) bring     c) leave 

Directions (11 - 15): Comprehension Passage

A) Read the Passage carefully and answer the questions that follow.                                     2 ´ 1 = 2

VVS: My parents (Dr.V.Shantaram and Dr.V.Satyabhama), no doubt about that especially given the fact

that sports was never an integral parts of our family. But, the guiding philosophy which they taught was

handling success and failure with equal ease.

11. Who are the speaker’s parents?  

12. What is the guiding philosophy taught by his parents?

B) Read the Passage and answer the questions that follow. 3 ´ 1 = 3

Little Bobby came into the kitchen where his mother was making dinner. His birthday was coming up

and he thought this was a good time to tell his mother what he wanted.

13. What kind of a boy was little Bobby?   (    )

a) trouble maker b) good boy c) bad boy

14. What was his mother doing?  (    )

a) washing clothes  b) making dinner  c) cleaning the house

15. What did he ask his mom, for his birthday?  (    )

a) dog     b) bicycle      c) bike

SECTION - B  

(Grammar and Vocabulary)

16. Edit the following Passage correcting the underlined parts. 4 ´
1¾
2 

= 2

Once a wolf was very hunger (a). It looked to (b) food here and there. But it couldn’t get some (c). At

last it found a loaves (d) of bread and piece of meat in the hole of a tree.

17. Combine the sentences using ‘who’.                       1 M

This is Arun. He is the leader of our class.
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18. Combine the sentences using ‘when’.             1 M

He took a deep breath. It happened.

19. Change the voice.                                   1 M

The head master asked the student to bring a medical certificate. 

20. Change the sentence into Indirect Speech.      1 M

Swami Said, “I’ll join some other school”.

21. Combine the sentences using ‘as’.                       1 M

I opened the door. I heard a noise from above.

22. Combine sentences using ‘After’.                    1 M

I brushed my teeth. I took my break fast.

23. Fill in the blanks with correct and suitable verb forms. 2 x 1 = 2

i) I ...... (go) to my grand mothers home yesterday.

ii) India ...... (be) a developing country.

24. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions.  2  ́
1¾
2 

= 1

i) Mom, I want a bike ...... (for/of) my birthday.

ii) I don’t care ...... (from/for) your dirty school. 

25. Your friend has not finished her home work. Advise her to complete it.                                        1 M

26. Change the sentence into a polite request.   1 M

You to a stranger: “Pass on this news paper” 

27. Choose the right phrase.          1 M

i) Your brother is taking an entrance test. What do you say to him?

a) All the best (    )    b) Congratulations (   )

c) Have a nice day (   ) d) May god help you with your work (   )

28. Identify the correct expression.  2 ´
1¾
2 

= 1 

i) Ram to Syam: Sorry, I won’t repeat it.

a) Permitting (   )     b) Offering (   )

c) Apologizing (   )   d) Complaining (   )

ii) You to your teacher: May I leave the school a bit early, sir?

a) Asking for permission (   ) b) Seeking advice (   )

c) Giving advice (   ) d) Giving an order (   )

Section - C

(Creative Expression)

29. In the story ‘The snake and the mirror’ the doctor told his companions that about his experiences with

the snake and his imaginations about his wife. His companions were very curious to know what had

happened after he left the room.

Now write a possible conversation between the doctor and his companions.                   1 ´ 5 = 5

(OR)
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Describe the thoughts of Swami after the headmaster’s entry into the class. 

In the lesson Swami is expelled from school, the headmaster entered the class with a slightly flushed face

and a hard ominous look. He surveyed the class for the students who had been absent the previous day. He

asked the absentees to offer explanation. Finally it was the turn of Swaminathan. 

30. Little Bobby stole a small statue of mary, the mother of god. He slipped the statue under his shirt and ran

out of the church, down the street, into the house. And up to his room he wanted to get a bike with the

statue of mary he had stolen.

Now, imagine you were Bobby and make a diary entry describing your feelings and ideas how he

would get the bike.    1 ´ 5 = 5

(OR)

V.V.S. Lakshman is a famous cricketer. He came to limelight because of cricket only. You know the

importance of games and sports in our life.

Now, prepare a speech that you would like to make mentioning the importance of games and

sports.

Writer: K. Suneetha
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